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province all the land and seas in a sector from 32° east to
168° west and up to the North Pole, with the exception of
the Spitsbergen archipelago. It has eighty-six stations
. in this area, one of them on Franz Joseph Land on the
eightieth parallel. The stations are manned by geo-
physicists, meteorologists, hydrologists, radio operators,
and cooks. They are brought to and from their stations
by planes or ships. They settle down for their term of
duty with stores of food and even live pigs and chickens.
Their work is to aid navigation in every way, to provide
weather reports, to follow the course of drifting ice, and to
make geophysical observations. They set up 'weather
robots' which send automatic radio messages of weather
conditions. They have a fleet of reconnaissance 'planes
for tracking the movements of pack ice. And in 1945 they
sent out three expeditions: One to study the oceanography
of the East Siberian Sea, another to study weather in the
Chukhotsk Sea, and a third to study the early Russian
encampments on the Taimyr peninsula.
It is their proud boast that Arctic exploration was
inspired by Stalin himself, and they embark with zest on
the most ambitious and hazardous undertakings. The
most spectacular of these was the famous drifting ice
expedition of 1937, when four Soviet explorers were landed
by plane at the North Pole. They set up a scientific
station, and remained on the ice floe for 274 days, during
which time it cracked up and drifted 1,550 miles. The
leader of the expedition was Vice-Admiral Ivan Papanin,
twice decorated Hero of the Soviet Union, a tough, jolly
little man, who is the embodiment of the New Russia, and
who goes into every new adventure with the gusto of a
schoolboy. The official diaries of the expedition illustrate
the Soviet philosophy of exploration so well that a precis
of them is not out of place here.
On 21 May 1937, an aeroplane carrying Papanin and his
three companions landed on an ice-floe at the North Pole.
They unloaded tents, a radio set, meteorological instruments',

